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A. Grammar (8)

1) Choose the correct alternative in the following sentences:

   a) I have always been interested in the outer space/outer space.
   b) Which programme are you watching? The children’s/children’s one?
   c) They didn’t have time to come. They had got caught/caught in a queue.
   d) Alphonso is from Madrid. Oh, so he’s a Spanish/Spaniard?
   e) Evelyne have/has to understand that she must to study hard.
   f) Didn’t you give her much/many homework?
   g) Anybody who come/comes in here can see the mess!
   h) I don’t think his behaviour is acceptably/acceptable in such a situation.

2) State which of the sentences in the pairs below are correct and explain why. Imagine you are speaking to your future pupils: (8)

   a) I don’t want you to call me just when I’m having breakfast.
      I don’t want you to call me just when I have breakfast.

   b) He told her that he not could arrive any earlier.
      He told her that he could not arrive any earlier.

   c) Peter ignores Lisa every time he sees her.
      Peter is ignoring Lisa every time he sees her.

   d) Jenny would never have thought so
      Jenny would never have think so
3. Choose words/expressions that exemplify the pairs below and explain the difference between them. Also, give examples in sentences in a way that would be suitable for your future pupils:

   a) An expression of quantity for an uncountable Noun - An irregular plural form for a countable Noun

   A Verb in the second person plural, past simple tense - A Verb in the second person plural, past progressive form

   b) An Adjective with an irregular form - An Adverb with an irregular form

4. Insert suitable Pronouns in the blank spaces and state the type of pronoun.

   a) ………… of these umbrellas is Jane’s? ………………………

   b) He had treated …………… to a nice Chinese meal before he flew out.

   ………………………

   c) Those eggs are not very fresh, but ……………… are from yesterday.

   ………………………

   d) I don’t think ……………… would do that to his best friend!

   ………………………

   e) They were people ………… didn’t like being late.

   ………………………

C. Writing
Write a reflection (200 words) on how you would like to work with English in your own classroom.